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WITNESS STATEMENT
Criminal Procedure Rules, r 16.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s. 9; Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980, s.5B

Statement of: Simon Grounds URN

Age (if under 18): N/A Occupation: Constable

I am PC 4134 Simon GROUNDS of Lancashire Constabulary currently stationed at Greenbank
Police station attached to the Tactical Operations department.

On Sunday 8th November 2020 at approximately 20:00 hours I was working in company with PC
3846 FIELDEN operating under call sign ECOVID3.

Due to the current Covid-19 Pandemic we were working as a Covid Breach response vehicle.

At this time the country was in a National lockdown were non essential stores had closed and
restaurants and licensed premises had to close or operate on a takeaway where food/drink can't
be consumed on the premises.

Whilst on patrol we have beem informed that the NAGS HEAD Public House was holding a lock
in and had been doing so since 12:30 hours.

Upon attendance to the Pub I could see the lights on and curtains drawn.

I could see through a gap in the curtains a couple of males dancing around and hear loud music.

I have knocked on at the front door and a extremely intoxicated male has answered the door
wearing a military beret.

I have asked if the landlord was present which he has told me no and tried to close the door.

I have explained to him that we had information that the pub was operating and we have powers
under Section 180 Licensing Act to enter.

The male has tried to prevent me entering resulting in me pushing past him and entering the pub.

Upon entering I noticed 4 adult males within drinking alcohol. The bar was a mess as if it had
been operating all day with various empty cans and bottles.

Due to the Covid offence Participate in an indoor gathering being committed we have requested
details from the occupants.
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The male that opened the door eventually admitted that he was the licensee and that all the
occupants lived upstairs. Which is later revealed not to be the case.

I have obtained details from the licensee however due to his intoxication isn't was practical to
issue a Covid ticket.

I could see PC FIELDEN speaking to another 2 males. I have then spoken to a large stocky built
male who I now know to be Anthony SMITH.

SMITH was wearing a Parachute regiment beret. Upon speaking with him SMITH was being
obstructive refusing to give details and demanding that I move.

SMITH kept saying he was enjoying a drink and tried to push past me.

I have stopped SMITH from pushing past and have explained to him that due to the Covid
restriction he shouldn't participating in an indoor gathering. I have asked for his details which he
has refused.

I wanted to obtain SMITHS details in order to deal with the Covid offences committed. SMITH
was stood in an aggressive stance with his chest pushed out as if he wanted to fight and has
approached me as if he was trying to squire upto me.

I have again explained to him regarding COVID and told him to calm down showing him that I
was in possession of Taser.

His response was ARE WE HAVING A RUMBLE.

He has then took his mobile phone out and started recording me. It has been clear to me that no
matter what I tried to explain SMITH was not going to allow me to issue a Covid ticket.

As a result I have decided to arrest SMITH for Obstruct police and breach of covid regulations.

As I approached SMITH and took hold of him he tensed up and started pulling away. Due to his
size and build I have had to push him against the wall and request assistance from PC FIELDEN.

SMITH kept trying to push away and kept tensing up resulting in me requesting further assistance
due to both of us struggling with SMITH and that the other occupants were still present.

Once we have manged to get handcuffs on SMITH, PC FIELDEN has then had to deal with one
of the other males.

SMITH was still tensing up and pulling so I have pinned him against the pool table until
assistance arrived.
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As a result of the scuffle SMITH has received a slight cut to his chin.

Once I have had him controlled I have informed him that he was under arrest for Obstruct Police
and Breach of Covid regulations cautioning him.

I have then tried to provide him medical assistance from a nurse that was in company with a
colleague, SMITH refused treatment.

He was conveyed to GREENBANK Custody suite where his detention was authorised.

This statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered
in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be
false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature of witness: Date: 08/11/2020 22:32


